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ABSTRACT

Background: Parents play a vital role in the assessment and management of pain. There is limited knowledge about parental viewpoint or their participation in the pain management of the neonates admitted to the intensive care units. The present study aimed to assess the viewpoints of mothers about the pain management of neonates/infants admitted to Tabriz hospitals.

Methods: It was a descriptive cross-sectional study. A total of 255 mothers whose infants had been admitted to Neonatal Intensive Care Units (NICU) were recruited by convenience sampling method from September 2016 to August 2017. The required data were collected using a demographic questionnaire and PAIN questionnaire-Neonatal Intensive Care. The obtained data were analyzed using descriptive statistics in SPSS.

Results: The Mean±SD age of the mothers was 28.38±6.10 years, and the majority of them (39%) had diploma. Among the mothers, 73% believed that their infants had experienced pain during admission to NICU. However, only 19% of the mothers stated that nurses tried to find the signs of pain in their infants; the majority of mothers (80%) indicated that to some extent, they were satisfied with the information they received from the treatment team regarding pain control for their newborns.

Conclusion: Despite the prevalence of pain phenomenon in neonates, mothers’ education for the symptoms of pain in their infants was inadequate. It seems that the mothers’ participation in the pain management of their newborns makes them more capable of caring after discharge from the hospital. The study makes important findings available for future research.
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1. Background

The International Association for the Study of Pain has defined the word "pain" as an unpleasant sensory and emotional experience associated with tissue damage that is always subjective (Carter & Brunkhorst 2017) and given its importance in human health, it is recognized as the fifth most important symptom (Witt et al. 2016). Moreover, pain in hospitalized newborns, usually results from diagnostic and therapeutic interventions which has immediate, short-term and long-term effects, and evidence-based studies emphasize the long-term effects of pain on neurodevelopment of infants admitted to NICU; in other words, it is considered as one of the causes of attention, learning and behavioral disorders in this group of newborns (Tarjoman et al. 2019).

Pain management means to minimize the severity and duration of pain and to carry out interventions that have maximum impacts with minimal risks in this area (Fleishman & Mayock 2018). Pain management is a very important indicator in the assessment of the quality of care (Filippa et al. 2019). To facilitate pain management in children, four principles have been identified including participation of mother and child in the diagnosis and relief of pain, timely availability of medical staff and parents, proper relationship between the nurses and the patient, and the supportive and educational role of nurses (Aziznejadroshan et al. 2016).

In general, parents are satisfied by following three components of participation, efficiency and competence, and interpersonal relationships with staff regarding infants’ care (Russell et al. 2014).

Considering the fact that families play a key role in the assessment and management of pain, the importance of parental involvement in pain management of infants is well documented and the study of parental roles in examination and management of infants’ pain have led to a change in the principles of health care. Moreover, parental encouragement and support has led them to participate in caring for the pain of their children. Parents also play an important role in helping health care professionals to understand the pain of infants and to provide them with relief. Nursing for newborns is the leading component for family-based care, but the involvement of the family in taking care of infants’ pain is insufficient comparing to other aspects of care (Franck, Oulton & Bruce 2012). Moreover, studies have shown that more participation of parents in the management of their newborns’ pain in intensive care units makes them more capable in managing pain after discharge. However, parental viewpoint regarding pain management varies and there is not much knowledge about parental viewpoint or their participation in caring for the pain of infants who are admitted to NICU (Marfurt-Russenberger et al. 2016).

Parents’ viewpoint of pain and its management is related to their experiences of pain and pain management, in-
cluding expectations, participation (knowledge and participation in care) and satisfaction (personal evaluation of health services and health care providers) (Venegas et al. 2019). Over the past 15 years, research has begun to describe parental viewpoints regarding infants’ pain management and the use of non-pharmacological pain relief methods. Frank et al., examined parental viewpoints on child pain management and concluded that parental involvement is low for infants’ pain control; also parents in their study expressed that they play an inactive and passive role in managing infants’ pain, with only a few satisfied parents with the pain management of their children (Franck et al. 2012).

Although professional guidelines and theoretical reasons emphasize that parents should be encouraged and supported to participate in caring for their infants’ pain, there is not enough information about the parental viewpoints regarding pain management of newborns in Iran, and as long as there is no better understanding of parents' expectations, knowledge, participation, or satisfaction with pain management of newborns, it is not possible to effectively implement the guidelines and standards for pain management in NICU. Also, the results of the findings have shown that there is a deep gap between the perception of individuals regarding parental expectations and participation, and their satisfaction with pain management in NICUs (Filippa et al. 2019). Therefore, given that the parents of infants admitted to NICU are worried that their babies would be in pain, this sense of worry and concern can cause more stress for parents (Bueno et al. 2018). Based on the probable effect of parental demographics on their attitude toward pain management (Guedj et al. 2014), the current study aims to examine mothers’ viewpoints regarding neonatal pain management in NICUs of Tabriz province hospitals.

2. Materials and Methods

It was a descriptive cross-sectional study. The sample was the mothers whose newborns had been admitted to NICUs of Tabriz province hospitals. Data were collected from September 2016 to August 2017. Sample size was determined as 255 by reference to similar studies (Franck et al. 2012), considering 95% confidence and 5% error, using "sample size for estimating ratio" formula. For this purpose, the mothers who had the ability to read and write in Farsi, had infants admitted to NICU for more than two days, during which the mother met their infant at least 3 times, and who did not have any previous experience with admission to NICU were selected using convenience sampling method.

After obtaining a referral from the Faculty of Nursing and Midwifery of Tabriz University and after obtaining agreements of the authorities of the Al-Zahra, Taleghani and pediatirc hospitals of Tabriz province, the researcher collected data by explaining the purposes of the study to the mothers and also obtained their written consent; the researcher also assured that mothers’ information would be confidential.

Data was collected by a demographic form and PAIN questionnaire-Neonatal Intensive Care. The maternal demographic questionnaire was about the demographic and social characteristics of the mother and the family, and the infant's specific characteristics questionnaire included infants’ personal information such as gender, gestational age, and age of birth, birth weight, and neonatal diagnosis.

Parental viewpoint questionnaire on pain management which is called PAIN questionnaire-Neonatal Intensive Care, includes 12 questions based on pain and pain management, how parents participate in pain management and their satisfaction with the function of the treatment team and the information provided for parents, which is a combination of questions answered with yes or no, open-ended questions and questions on a Likert type scale. Frequency and percent of the answers to each question is recorded in this article. The nominal and content validity of the questionnaire has been confirmed based on the expert’s views on pain and quality improvement (Axelin et al. 2015; Franck et al. 2012). This tool was developed in a prospective manner by a bilingual person specializing in English and Persian, and it was translated from English to Persian and vice versa. In the current study, the validity of the Persian version of PAIN questionnaire was determined based on the views of 10 professors and experts of the Faculty of Nursing and Midwifery and necessary changes were made. The reliability of the questionnaire was also confirmed. Data were analyzed using descriptive statistics (mean, standard deviation and frequency) using SPSS-PC version 24.

3. Results

The results showed that most neonates were in the gestational age of 32.73±4.27 weeks. The majority of them (54%) were males and 50 percent were the first child. Their most frequent diagnosis was prematurity and respiratory problems which was 75% (193) with a mean hospitalization of 18.15±15.15 days. Findings also revealed that the Mean±SD age of mothers participating in the study was 28.38±6.10 years, 86% (219) were housewives, and half of the mother (50.2%) had one child. A
part of the mother’s viewpoints regarding pain and its management are shown in Table 1.

Of the mothers, 44.7 percent received a lot of oral information about pain control from the treatment team, and 11.4% received no oral information; 55 percent of the mothers had not received any written information from the treatment team. A total of 207 mothers (81%) obtained the information from nurses, 13% from physicians and 10% from other sources. Nine percent of the mothers stated that nobody talked to them about pain control; while 81.3% were satisfied with the amount of information they received from treatment team for controlling their newborns’ pain (Table 2); also 88% of the mothers received at least one method for pain relief from nurses (Figure 1). Also, mothers’ opinions about the effect of analgesic drugs and relaxation methods on reducing the pain of the infant are shown in the Figure 2. Also, 79% of the mothers said they would get help in less than 10 minutes if they needed regarding their infants’ pain.

4. Discussion

It was shown that the mothers could understand their baby’s pain, although no one has talked to them about the symptoms of neonatal pain. It is shown that 85% of parents could recognize that their baby is in pain (Franck et al. 2012). Although in our study very little written information was provided to the mothers, but a lot of oral information had been given about pain management and neonatal pain relief methods. In a study entitled “Barriers of non-pharmacological methods for pain control in children and strategies provided by nurses”, nurses pointed out that too many hours of work, lack of time and heavy workload, nursing shortage, inadequate education, lack of re-training and absence of mothers during work are barriers to non-pharmacological control of pain (Moebbi & Azimzadeh 2014).

In a study which examined nurses’ knowledge of non-pharmacological pain control methods for children, the results showed that 99% of nurses have not received any special education for these methods of pain management. Also, 82.6% of them mentioned lack of re-training as one of the reasons for not using these methods (Montirozzo et al. 2016; Pölkki, Korhonen & Laukkala 2018). Other studies have identified the lack of knowledge among nurses, as well as the their negative attitude towards experiencing pain in neonates as the main barriers to pain assessment and reduction (Pölkki et al. 2018;
However, it seems that the importance of infants’ pain and its impact on the development of the babies has led nurses in NICUs to pay more attention to pain control and provide information that is more oral and takes less time. The study also showed that stroking or rocking and changing the position of the baby were the most common soothing methods that had been thought by the nurses to mothers which may be due to the simplicity of these methods. The use of music was also the least common method that was used for this purpose; although the benefits of using music in controlling neonatal pain have

**Figure 1.** The frequency of methods taught by nurses to mothers for reducing pain

**Figure 2.** Comparing the effects of pain management methods from the mothers’ viewpoints
been well documented (Pölkki, Laukkala & Korhonen 2016). However, it seems that due to the small space of NICU and accumulation of patients, the sound of music can be annoying for other babies, mothers and personnel. A study showed that stroking is the most common method, and music and feeding are the least common methods that were taught by nurses for pain management of newborns (Tarjoman et al. 2019).

It has been also indicated in a study that the most commonly taught method was changing the position of the baby and the least common ones were feeding and playing music. From the viewpoint of mothers, non-pharmacological pain control methods reduced the pain of their infants comparing to analgesics which can be due to the relationship between mothers and infants in the use of these methods. It is followed by mother’s stress relief and creates a positive view regarding the use of non-pharmacological pain relief methods (Franck et al. 2012).

Studies also have shown that parental involvement in their newborn pain management facilitates their learning, transfers responsibility from nurses to parents, and creates attachment behaviors between parents and infants; although according to the findings of other studies, these are difficult to do in infant's unit (Venegas et al. 2019). Although mothers have desire to actively participate in the care of neonatal pain, parent participation and experiences before and during the admission to NICU are unique and nurses should consider these differences among mothers when they participate in caring for infants’ pain (De Bernardo et al. 2017).

The current study also revealed that most of the mothers were satisfied with the amount of information they received from the treatment staff about pain management of their newborns. Research indicates that the need for knowledge and information about the infant and the need to acquire skills for infants’ pain care had been introduced as primary educational needs by the parents of infants admitted to the NICU (Rasti et al. 2014). However, in the current study, the nurses provided most of the information to mothers, especially at the time of admission; so they were able to satisfy the mothers. The impact of teaching pain relief methods for infants on parental satisfaction had been examined and it has been shown that these trainings can be effective on the satisfaction of parents (Franck et al. 2011).

In Conclusion, The findings of this study showed that infant pain is one of the sources of stress in mothers of infants admitted to NICU. Despite the prevalence of pain phenomenon in neonates, mothers’ education for the symptoms of pain in their infants was inadequate. Most of the mothers obtained pain control information from nurses and most of this information was oral. Stroking or rocking was the most frequent method of pain relief taught by nurses and the mothers believed that comforting methods reduce pain a lot. However, most of mothers were satisfied with the received information. Knowledge about mothers’ perspectives on pain management in NICUs makes the personnel able to involve mothers in their babies’ care and increase their satisfaction regarding pain management of their newborn. The study makes important findings available for future research.
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